
Philosophy of Law 
Philosophy 3430, Spring 2018
Professor: Kathryn Lindeman 
Office: 200 Adorjan Hall 
Email: kathryn.lindeman@slu.edu, 
Office phone: (314)977-3162
Office Hours: W 2-4pm, and by appointment 
Class Held: Grand Hall 141, TuTh 11-12:15

Course Overview                                                     
This course is an introduction to topics in philosophy of law (sometimes referred to as “jurisprudence”). We'll be
focusing on questions about what reasons the law gives us, when we are justified in doing otherwise, and what . 
We'll begin by considering questions related to what philosophers call legal authority, the claim that making a 
law gives us additional reasons to obey it. We'll begin by considering whether any governments could be 
legitimate, whether there is any special reason to obey laws because they are laws laws. 
Sometimes laws are legitimately passed, but are not good laws: not ones we think are permissible morally or 
otherwise. We'll look at a few accounts of normative constraints on law, i.e. accounts of what must be true of a 
law for it to be a good one.  In it, we consider several answers to the question: what is the appropriate aim of the 
law. We will look at answers that include: preventing subjects from harming each other, preventing subjects 
from harming themselves, and enabling civic equality. 
We'll then consider questions about the legal obligation of subjects in circumstances where legitimate laws are 
not good. Is it ever permissible to commit civil disobedience? Is violent civil disobedience ever permissible? Is it
ever justified to overthrow a legitimate government? 
We'll also look at questions about the enforcement and application of laws. Is it ever permissible for judges to 
refuse to enforce the law? Is it ever permissible for juries to disobey the orders of the court? Should we have 
police patrols who are tasked with minimizing law-breaking?   
In the last section, we'll consider how we should weigh the interests (and possibly rights) of individuals and 
groups governed by a set of laws. We will consider particular issues where the rights or interests of some people 
are at odds with the rights or interests of another group. The topics we will consider are: pornography, hate 
speech, and stop and frisk policies.  

Graded Components                                              
1. Reading analyses  

(a total of 20% of grade)  
2. Course engagement

(a total of 15% of grade) 
3. One 3-4 page paper  

(20% of grade)
4. Two 5-6 page papers 

(a total of 45% of grade) 
Keep both electronic copies of all assignments and all returned graded assignments until final grades have
been submitted.   

Assigned Reading                                                   
There are no textbooks for this class. Links to all readings and bibliographic data can be found at the course 
website at: http://www.klindeman.com/phillaw.html
Please bring all readings to class, either in hard copy or on a laptop or tablet.  Please be considerate of your 
classmates and restrict usage of these devices to accessing readings during class.



Attendance                                                                   
Students are expected to attend and be fully engaged participants in class. Engaged participation requires that 
class-members, course-content, and class discussion are the sole focus of your attention during class time. 
If you are not able to be fully engaged in class because you are unusually tired or are ill, please do not attend 
class. Students are not expected to inform Professor Lindeman about absences.

Email and Communication Policy                        

I try to answer all emails within 24 hours of receipt, but please know that I don't answer emails after 8pm or on 
Sundays. If you do not get an email within 24 hours, please feel free to send me a (polite) reminder email.  I 
appreciate polite reminders, and I promise I will not hold them against you. 

Reading analyses                                                     
Reading analysis are writing assignments designed to help students engage with the reading and develop 
important writing skills.  In writing an analysis, a student addresses a single assigned reading and does two 
things: 1. they explain the author's purpose in writing the essay and 2. they briefly explain the argument(s) that 
the author uses to accomplish this purpose. In writing analyses, students practice important philosophical skills 
of identifying and accurately explaining central arguments from readings.     
Required analyses:
All students must write a reading analysis for Rawls's paper  “Legal Obligation and the Duty of Fair Play,”  and 
the last reading by Cass Sunstein “Liberalism, Speech Codes, and Related Problems.” 

Otherwise, it is at the discretion of each student when they will submit analyses.  

Analysis Standards: 
1. they meet high academic writing standards for philosophy,  
2. they are between 250-400 words, 
3. they accurately accomplish the two goals of analyses,   
4. they are anonymously formatted (see formatting requirements below).  

Analysis Credits:
Full analysis credit is given to analyses which meet the above standards and are turned in on the first day the 
reading is discussed.  
Half analysis credit is given to analyses which meet the above standards but are submitted after the reading is 
discussed.  
Analyses that do not meet the analysis standards may be re-written and must be accompanied with the prior 
analysis attempt. In some cases, office hour meetings will be required before re-written analyses may be 
resubmitted. 

Reading Analysis   Grade Formula: (Total Analysis Credit / .06) = Reading Analysis Grade 
Example 1: 

Yumeng turns in three analyses that receive full credit, rewrites two for half credit, and turns in one late analysis 
that receives half credit. So, she has 4 Analysis Credits.  

(4.5 / .06) = 75%  So, Yumeng has a 75% in Writing Analyses, which is 20% of her final grade.

Example 2:
Rose turns in two analysis that receives full credit, and rewrites eight for half credit. So, she has 6 Analysis 
Credits.  

(6 / .06) = 100%  So, Rose has a 100% in Writing Analyses, which is 20% of her final grade.

Example 3:
Joey turns in six analyses that receives full credit. So, they have 6 Analysis Credits.  

(6 / .06) = 100%  So, Joey has a 100% in Writing Analyses, which is 20% of their final grade.



Anonymity and Formatting                                  

I grade all essays anonymously because I believe that it leads to fairer assessments of written work. 

All submitted work must be formatted as follows: 

• Times New Roman, size 12 font, double spaced, 1” margins.

• Each page should include: a page number, your Banner ID number.  

• Your name or identifying information should not be included on any page.

• No cover page, bindings, or sleeves. Staple in the left hand upper corner. 
Do not fold over the corners of pages in an attempt to affix them together.

• Do not make statements from which I can identify your gender, race, or nationality.     

Course Engagement                                                   

There are many ways to be engaged in this course, but all of them require effort to engage with material by 
engaging in discussion with others. Course Engagement Grades are calculated by Engagement Points (EPs). 

Class Participation EPs: Students can receive 1 EP for engaged class attendance (involving asking or answering 
questions) and 1 EP for substantial engagement with peers during class discussion. (Up to 2 EPs per class.)

Office Hour   EPs  :  Bringing substantial questions on course material that extend beyond what is covered in class 
can gain additional engagement points. (Up to 2 EPs per office hour.) 

Discussion Group    EPs  :  Students are encouraged to form Discussion Groups to discuss course material outside 
of class meetings. Students may receive EPs by writing up brief accounts (100-150 word) of discussed topics  
and interesting student progress made in their understanding or engagement as the result of the meeting. (Up to 2
EPs per meeting) 

Professor Lindeman Missive   EPs  :  Students may send Professor Lindeman articles, jokes, or other things of 
interest you find related to course material, in order to receive additional engagement points. (1 EP per relevant 
missive) 

Peer Editing   EPs  : Students may receive up to 3 EPs for Careful Peer Editing and up to 2 EPs for Quick Peer 
Editing. 

Worksheet EPs: Students may receive one EP for worksheets submitted on the day indicated on the syllabus.

Course Engagement Grade Formula: (Total Engagement Points Earned / 2) / .15 = Class Engagement Grade
 

Example 1: 
Roger actively participates in 12 classes (12 EPs), engages in all peer-editing classes (6 EPs), and promptly 
submits two worksheets (2 EPs), so he has 20 EPs. 

(20 / 2) / .15 = 66.6%  So, Roger has a 66.6% in Class Engagement, which is 15% of his final grade.

Example 2:
Patricio actively participates in 15 classes (15 EPs), during four of which he has constructive exchanges with 
classmates (4 EPs). He promptly submits three worksheets (3 EPs), engages in all peer-editing classes (6 EPs), 
and Careful Edits one paper competently (2 EPs). So, he has 30 EPs.

(30 / 2) / .15 = 100% So, Patricio has a 100% in Class Engagement. 

Example 3: 
Olivia actively participates in 17 classes (17 EPs), during two of which she has constructive exchanges with 
classmates (2 EPs). She promptly submits one worksheet (1 EP) and engages in two peer-editing classes (4 EPs).
She brings interesting course-related topics to discuss with Professor Lindeman during office hours twice (4 
EPs). So, she has 28 EPs.

(28 / 2) / .15 = 93.3% So, Olivia has a 93.3% in Class Engagement.  



No Reason Needed Extension Policy                   

To receive an extension, you must email me by midnight the day before the essay is due and request an 
extension. I grant all extension requests with a 72 hour extension. You do not need to specify the reason you 
are asking for the extension. 

If you need an extension for more than 72 hours, you need be in contact with the Dean's Office or the Student 
Health Center. In such cases, I am happy to be in contact with those offices to arrange a schedule for you to 
complete your work.

Re-writing Papers                                                   
Papers may be rewritten under the following conditions:
1. the original paper was Quick Edited prior to original submission,
2. the rewritten paper is submitted within a week of the original paper being returned in class,
3. the rewritten paper is submitted with the following: the original graded version of the paper, the paper grade 
sheet, and a one-page written summary of changes.
Grades on rewritten papers will replace the original grade.  
Note: due to time constraints, there are no extensions for rewrites and final papers that receive extensions cannot 
be rewritten.  

Quick and Careful Editing                                   

Quick and Careful Editing are services that students perform for each other on a voluntary and reciprocal basis. 

In Quick Editing, students provide written feedback on writing standards and complete a Quick Editing 
Worksheet.   

In Careful Editing, students provide careful, constructive feedback on both structure and content, guided by a 
Careful Editing worksheet. 
Both worksheets can be found on the course website, and all completed worksheets and all edited paper drafts 
must be turned in with papers in hard-copy. 
Doing an exemplary job Careful Editing another paper can raise the final grade on your own assignment a third 
of a letter grade (e.g., from a B+ to an A-).  

Support Services                                                     
Every student is entitled to a meaningful learning experience. I encourage students registered in the course to 
come discuss their learning styles and comprehension requirements with me during my office hours or at another
arranged time. These discussions are confidential.  
In recognition that people learn in a variety of ways and that learning is influenced by multiple factors (e.g., prior
experience, study skills, learning disability), resources to support student success are available on campus. 
Students who think they might benefit from these resources can find out more about: 

• Course-level support (e.g., faculty member, departmental resources, etc.) by asking me.
• University-level support (e.g., tutoring/writing services, Disability Services) by visiting the Student 

Success Center (BSC 331) or by going to www.slu.edu/success. 

Students who believe that, due to a disability, they could benefit from academic accommodations are encouraged
to contact Disability Services at 314-977-3484 or to visit the Student Success Center. Confidentiality will be 
observed in all inquiries. 

Plagiarism and Academic Integrity       
The following is a statement of minimum standards for student academic integrity at Saint Louis University. 

The University is a community of learning, whose effectiveness requires an environment of
mutual  trust  and  integrity,  such  as  would  be  expected  at  a  Jesuit,  Catholic  institution.  As
members of this community, students, faculty, and staff members share the responsibility to



maintain this environment. Academic dishonesty violates it. Although not all forms of academic
dishonesty can be listed here, it can be said in general that soliciting, receiving, or providing any
unauthorized assistance in the completion of any work submitted toward academic credit  is
dishonest. It not only violates the mutual trust necessary between faculty and students but also
undermines the validity of the University’s evaluation of students and takes unfair advantage of
fellow students. Further, it  is the responsibility of any student who observes such dishonest
conduct to call it to the attention of a faculty member or administrator. 

Examples of academic dishonesty would be copying from another student, copying from a book
or  class  notes  during  a  closed-book  exam,  submitting  materials  authored  by  or  editorially
revised by another person but presented as the student’s own work, copying a passage or text
directly from a published source without appropriately citing or recognizing that source, taking
a test  or  doing an assignment  or  other  academic work for  another  student,  tampering with
another student’s work, securing or supplying in advance a copy of an examination without the
knowledge or consent of the instructor, colluding with another student or students to engage in
an act of academic dishonesty; and making unauthorized use of technological devices in the
completion of assignments or exams. 

Where there is clear indication of such dishonesty, a faculty member or administrator has the
responsibility to apply appropriate sanctions. Investigations of violations will be conducted in
accord with standards and procedures of the school or college through which the course or
research is offered. Recommendations of sanctions to be imposed will be made to the dean of
the school or college in which the student is  enrolled. Possible sanctions for a violation of
academic  integrity  include,  but  are  not  limited  to,  disciplinary  probation,  suspension,  and
dismissal from the University.1

Students who plagiarize or otherwise violate the SLU Academic Integrity Policy risk penalties ranging from 
course failure to dismissal from the University.

1   http://www.slu.edu/Documents/provost/policies_procedures/Academic_Integrity_Policy.pdf 



Tentative Schedule  
Date Class Topic Readings to be completed before class. Assignments Due/

Events of Note 
1* 01/16/18 Introductions *Elucidations Podcast with Mark Lance (esp starting at 

10:10min)
 “First Day Worksheet” due in
class.

2 01/18/18 Possibility of Legal Authority Wolff,  In Defense of Anarchism. (Chapter 1)

*Lindeman “Sample Wolff Reading analysis.”

*Lindeman “How to Write a Reading analysis”

“Course Policies Worksheet” 
due in class.  

3 01/23/18 Legal Obligation and Fairness Rawls  “Legal Obligation and the Duty of Fair Play.” First reading analysis due.

4 01/25/18  Review  Rawls

5 01/30/18 Legal Authority and Fairness Tosi “A Fair Play Account of Legitimate Political 
Authority.”

“Reading Analysis 
Worksheet” due in class. 

6 02/01/18 Normative Constraints: Preventing Harm Mill On Liberty Ch 1 and 2 (excerpt)  

7 02/06/18 Normative Constraints: Paternalism Mill, On Liberty Ch 4 and 5 (excerpt)

Dworkin, “Paternalism” (excerpt) 

First paper prompt online

8 02/08/18 Normative Constraints:
Civic Equality 

Anderson  “Outlaws”

* Lindeman “Anatomy of a Philosophy Paper”

9 02/13/18 Fairness and Permissible Civil 
Disobedience

Rawls “The Justification of Civil Disobedience” 

10 02/15/18 Martin Luther King, Jr  “Letter from Birmingham Jail.”

*Lindeman, “Sample Philosophy of Law Paper”

*Lindeman, “Paper Grade Sheet”

“Time for Writing Questions 
Worksheet” due in Class 

11 02/20/18 Fairness and Required Civil Resistance Delmas “Political Resistance: A Matter of Fairness.”  

12 02/22/18 In-Class Editing Sessions

13 02/27/18 Thoreau  “Civil Disobedience” (excerpts) First Papers Due

14 03/01/18 Permissibility of Violent Civil 
Disobedience 

Morreall “The Justifiability of Violent Civil 
Disobedience”

15 03/06/18 Permissibility of Revolution Korsgaard, “Taking the Law Into Our Own Hands: 
Kant on the Right to Revolution”

optional: *SEP entry on “Kant's Social and Political 
Philosophy,” sections 5 and 6 

Ideally first papers returned

16 03/08/18 Malcolm X “The Ballot or the Bullet”

03/13/18 Spring Break  NO CLASS Second paper prompt online

03/15/18 Spring Break  NO CLASS   

17 03/20/18 Permissibility of Undermining Legal 
Processes 

Brand Ballard “Are Judges Morally Obligated to Obey 
the Law?”

18 03/22/18 Weinsten  “Considering Jury Nullification”  

19 03/27/18 In-Class Editing Sessions

03/29/18 Easter Break NO CLASS 

20 04/03/18 Permissibility of Law Enforcement Wertheimer “Are The Police Necessary?” Second papers due 

21 04/05/18 Harris “Factors for Reasonable Suspicion” 
(Introduction only)



*Peart “Young, Black, and Frisked by the NYPD”

22 04/10/18 Internal Conflicts: 
Speech that Silences.  

Langton, “Speech Acts and Unspeakable Acts” Ideally second papers returned

23 04/12/18 Review Langton

24 04/17/18 Fricker “Epistemic justice as a condition of political 
freedom?”

Final paper prompt online

25 04/19/18 External Conflicts: 
Speech that Harms.

Waldron “Dignity and Defamation” (Introduction and 
Section I) 

26 04/24/18 Sunstein  "Liberalism, Speech Codes, and Related 
Problems"

Last Reading Analysis Due

27 04/26/18 *ACLU – “Hate Speech on Campus”

*Riverfront Times, “Allen West Slurs SLU Students as 
"Little Cupcakes" – But They're Fighting Back” 

28 05/01/18 In-Class Editing Sessions

29* 05/03/18 Class Wrap-up Professor Lindeman AMA Final Paper Due

Final Paper Due May 3rd at 11AM.  

Links to readings and full bibliographic information for readings can be found at the course website: 
http://www.klindeman.com/phillaw.html
Items marked with a “*” may not be the topic of reading analyses. 
 


